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Stars and the changing nature of Science
• My research interests:


• The determinants and implications of highly skilled scientists on scientific 
productivity


• Have spent the past 10 years thinking about the role stars play in the scientific 
enterprise.


• Goals this session are to:


1. Discuss the performance implications of “stars”


2. the changing nature of academic collaboration


3. some recent academic contributions to the debate on the roll of stars in science.
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Why do we care about 
world-class researchers? Stars are VERY productive!

Source: Author’s calculations from ISI Web of Science



Star scientists are significantly more productive 
than median scientists across numerous disciplines
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Stars are great…
• BUT:


• less is known about the ways in 
which stars impact more aggregate 
level outcomes (peers, department, 
university, region)!


• can every institution afford a star?


• are they always worth it?


• Along what other dimensions might 
stars also matter?


• And are some of these dimensions 
more beneficial to certain 
institutions than others?



What we ultimately care about is a star’s 
capacity to generate spillovers



The Changing Nature of Collaboration



Mean Number of Authors Per Paper is 
Increasing

Figure 9: Mean Number of Authors Per Paper

Figure 10: Mean Di↵erence in Institution Rank Between Coauthors
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Source: Author’s calculations from ISI Web of Science



Share of Collaborations that are Non-Local is 
increasing
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Institutional Rank differences are increasing

Figure 9: Mean Number of Authors Per Paper

Figure 10: Mean Di↵erence in Institution Rank Between Coauthors
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Mean geographic distance between Coauthors is 
increasing

Figure 11: Mean Di↵erence in Institution Rank Between Coauthors (Star versus Non-Star)

Figure 12: Mean Distance Between Coauthors (miles)
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Source: Author’s calculations from ISI Web of Science



Mean geographic distance between Coauthors is 
increasing (by Institution Prestige)

Source: Author’s calculations from ISI Web of Science



Increased between-school collaborations across 
both Social and Physical Sciences

Source: Jones et al., 2008, Science



Death of Distance?
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A Tension
•Stars are more productive than ever, yet 


•How science is produced has changed and as such stars are less 
geographically constrained than ever before.


•Consequences:


• Increases likelihood of collaborating with a star outside of your 
own organization


•Ambiguous effect of having a proximate star (spend less time 
working locally but broader personal networks)


•Organizations may need to re-examine how star scientists matter to 
their organization and what type of stars matter the most.



In addition to their own (high) output, stars also 
have the potential to generate indirect effects

   Effect on other scientists 
• Knowledge spillovers 
• Collaboration 
• Role-modeling

   Effect on department/institution 
• Prestige (development) 
• Grants 
• Graduate Students 
• Recruiting

   Effect on region 
• Entrepreneurship 
• Tech transfer 
• Knowledge spillovers



Certainly in our own profession, the benefits of colleagues from whom we hope to learn are 
tangible enough to lead us to spend a considerable fraction of our time fighting over who 
they shall be, and another fraction traveling to talk with those we wish we could have as 
colleagues but cannot.  We know this kind of external effect is common to all the  arts and 
sciences – the “creative professions.” All of intellectual history is the history of such effects. 

Robert Lucas (1988) 
1995 Nobel Laureate



Star’s effect on other scientists

Knowledge Spillovers
a star transfers knowledge to others 
(critiques a paper, discusses new 
ideas, teaches a new technique, 
facilitates social introductions)

Collaboration pairing a star’s skills with the skills of 
others to produce novel insight

Mimicking a star’s work style/effortRole-modeling



Star’s effect on departments/universities

Prestige
a Nobel laureate brings attention to 
an institution and aids in fundraising 
efforts

Grants institutional overhead from stars’ 
grants

a star will have more resources, and 
thus larger labs, enabling them to 
train more students

Graduate Student

a star can act as a magnet.  The 
institution becomes a more attractive 
place because the star is there

Faculty Recruitment



Star’s effect on regions

Entrepreneurship Stars directly commercialize ideas 
developed in their labs

Technology Transfer Stars develop technology which can 
be used by local industry

Local industry benefits from proximity 
to a star’s lab

Sponsored research / 
industrial collaboration

The star can advise local firms on 
matters not directly related to the 
star’s own research

Knowledge spillovers 
to local industry 
(consulting, board of 
advisors, etc.)



Empirical Support?

   Effect on other scientists 
• Collaboration 
• Knowledge spillovers 
• Role-modeling

   Effect on department/institution 
• Recruiting 
• Graduate Students 
• Grants 
• Prestige (development)

   Effect on region 
• Entrepreneurship 
• Tech transfer 
• Knowledge spillovers

Some
Yes but varies

No studies

Big effect
Big effect

Suggestive
No studies

Suggestive
Suggestive
No studies



Empirical Challenges with this body of work 
Correlation ≠ Causation 

The ideal experiment is impractical



Are all stars the same?
• If we care about aggregate organizational outcomes, then it’s a strong 

assumption to assume that highly productive stars will also make others more 
productive.


• In research published in 2012, I segmented stars along two dimensions 
(productivity and helpfulness), and found stark differences in the influence of 
star types on the performance of co-authors

Source: Oettl, 2012, Nature Vol. 489

Stars that are highly helpful and have average productivity matter 
more than highly productive but unhelpful



How do stars affect departmental productivity?

• In more recent work published this year, I (along with coauthors) explore how 
star scientists in evolutionary biology who joined a new department directly 
affected departmental productivity through their own output, other local 
scientist output and the quality of new recruits.
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In our study, the entire increase in department scientific 
output came the increase in the quality of future hires



But the focus area matters, too
• Scientists that were working in related fields to the star benefited much more 

from the star’s presence than those working in unrelated fields.
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Yet, the quality of future recruits increased for scientists in 
both related AND unrelated fields.



These spillovers, however, 
rely on agglomeration

• When in close proximity, 
goods, people, and ideas are 
transferred more easily.


• Goods: clusters are 
magnets for local industries 
that serve both academic 
science and science-based 
entrepreneurs (VCs, 
attorneys, etc.)


• People: clusters create 
“thicker” labor markets.


• Ideas: because of 
proximity, social 
interactions facilitate idea 
exchange

British Economist Alfred Marshal (1920) 
was first to articulate the economic 

benefits of agglomeration



How to determine who the right star is?
One needs to have a concrete understanding of what one wants the star to 

achieve, otherwise you might be paying for “features” that are ill-suited to your 
environment.  There are many types of stars!

Increase Faculty 
Productivity

Target stars that generate more peer 
spillovers

Increase Department  
Ranking

Target highly productive (and visible) 
stars to aid in faculty recruitment.  
Ensure the department has room to 
grow!

Universities may underinvest in scientists with great (not excellent) scholarship 
but provide many additional benefits to other scientists (collaboration), the 

department (student training), or the region (entrepreneurship). 
 Yet the activities of these scientists are highly productive!



Building a world-class scientific enterprise
• While politically fraught, providing equal funding to all departments/schools, 

etc. will dilute your chances of achieving critical mass (and excellence!) in 
specific areas. 


• Good in all, great in none


• Continuously appraise and evaluate performance.  For example, what 
constitutes a successful hire?  Which stars provide institutions with the 
biggest benefit?


• There are many unanswered questions!


• But gave some hypotheses and test them. Let’s turn the scientific process 
on ourselves!



Thank you! 

OETTL@gatech.edu

mailto:OETTL@gatech.edu

